Mga Halimbawa ng mga Pangngalang Basal o Di-Kongkreto (Abstract Nouns)

abilidad (ability)
alaala (memory)
alitan (quarrel, conflict)
anibersaryo (anniversary)
anihan (harvest season)
arkeolohiya (archaeology)
arikitektura (architecture)
asal (conduct, behavior)
astrologiya (astrology)
astronomiya (astronomy)
awa (mercy, pity, compassion)
bakasyon (vacation)
bigat (weight)
bilang (number)
bilis (speed)
 bisa (effectiveness)
budhi (conscience, intuition)
buhay (life)
 buwan (month)
dahilan (reason)
damdamin (feeling, emotion)
dangal (honor, integrity)
dedikasyon (dedication)
demokrasiya (democracy)
digmaan (war)
diktadura (dictatorship)
disiplina (discipline)
diwa (spirit)
duda (doubt)
edad (age)
edukasyon (education)
everhiya (energy)
estadistik (statistics)
galak (joy)
galit (anger)
gana (appetite)
gawi (habit, custom)
ginhawa (relief)
gramatika (grammar)
grasya (grace, blessing)
gulat (surprise)
gutom (hunger)
haba (length)
halalan/eleksiyon (election)
hanapbuhay (occupation)
hangarin (desire, purpose, ambition)
hatol (judgment)
heograpiya (geography)
himala (miracle)
hinala (suspicion)
husay (skill)
imahinasyon (imagination)
impluwensiya (influence)
impormasyon (information)
inggit (envy)
inip (boredom, impatience)
inspirasyon (inspiration)
tanglad (integrity)
interpretasyon (interpretation)
isip (mind, idea)
kaalaman (knowledge)
kaarawan (birthday)
kaayusan (order, orderliness)
 kabaitan (kindness)
 kabanalan (holiness)
kabataan/pagkabata (childhood)
kabayanihan (patriotism, heroism)
kabiguan (failure, frustration)
kabihasan (civilization)
kabuluhan (importance, significance)
kabutihan (goodness)
kadalisanay (purity)
kagandahan (beauty)
kagandahang-loob (kindness)
kaginhawaan (comfort)
kagitingan (heroism)
kahalagahan (importance)
kahihiyan (shame)
kahinaan (weakness)
kahulugan (meaning)
kakayahan (skill)
kalayaan (freedom, liberty)
kalidad (quality)
kaligayahan (happiness)
kaliyasan (safety, security)
kalinawan (clarity)
kaluluwa (soul)
kalungkutan (sadness, grief)
kalupitan (brutality)
kalusugan (health)
kamangmangan (ignorance, stupidity)
kamatayan (death)
kanser (cancer)
kapakumbabaan (humility)
kapalaran (fortune)
kapanahunan (season)
kapanatagang (contentment)
kapangyarihan (power)
kapatawaran (forgiveness)
kapayakan (simplicity)
kapayapaan (peace)
karahan (violence)
karamdaman (sickness, illness)
karanasan (experience)
karapatan (right)
karukhaan (poverty)
karunungan (wisdom)
kasaganaan (abundance, prosperity)
kasakimahan (greed)
kasalanan (sin)
kasamaan (evil)
kasarinlan (independence, liberty)
kasaysayan (history)
kasiningan (artistry)
kasiyahan (pleasure, satisfaction)
katahimikan (silence, calmness)
katapangan (courage, bravery)
katapatan (honesty, loyalty)
katarungan (justice)
katawangan (stability)
katauhan (personality)
katiwalian (anomaly, corruption)
katotohanan (truth)
kaunlaran (progress)
kemistri (chemistry)
kahinatnan (outcome, result)
kisig (elegance)
komunikasyon (communication)
komunismo (communism)
krimen (crime)
kultura (culture)
lakas (energy, strength)
lakas-loob (courage, fearlessness)
laki (growth, size)
lalim (depth)
layon (objective)
layunin (purpose)
linggo (week)
lohiya (logic)
luho (luxury)
lunos (pity, compassion)
luwalhati (glory)
madyik (magic)
mangha (amazement)
matematika (mathematics)
misteryo (mystery)
mithi (desire, ambition, wish)
moralidad (morality)
mungkahi (suggestion, proposal)
nais (want, desire, wish)
nasyonalismo (nationalism)
obilagasyon (obligation)
oras (time)
pag-aalinlangan (uncertainty)
pag-asa (hope)  relihiyon (religion)
pagbubuntis (pregnancy)  reputasyon (reputation)
paghanga (admiration)  respeto (respect)
paghiganti (revenge)  romansa (romance)
pag-ibig (love)  saglit (instant, moment)
pagkabaliw (insanity)  sakit (hurt, pain, disease, disorder)
pagkabigla (shock, surprise)  sakripsyos (sacrifice)
pagkakaibigan (friendship)  saloobin (attitude)
pagkakataon (opportunity)  sanhi (cause)
pagkamalikhain (creativity)  selos (jealousy)
pagkatalo (defeat)  sentimyento (sentiment)
pagkatao (personality, character)  serbisyo (service)
pagkawala (loss)  sigasig (diligence, enthusiasm)
pagod (tiredness, fatigue)  sikolohiya (psychology)
pagtanggap (acceptance)  simpatiya (sympathy)
pagtanggi (refusal)  sisi (regret)
pagtatapos (graduation)  sukat (measure)
pagtrato (treatment)  suwerte (luck)
pamahiin (superstition)  tadhana (fate)
pamumuno (leadership)  tagal (duration)
panaginip (dream)  tag-araw/tag-init (summer)
panahon (time, period)  taglagas (autumn/fall)
panganampalataya (faith)  taglamig/tagginnaw (winter)
pangako (promise)  tagsibol (spring season)
pangangalakal (trade, commerce)  tag-ulan (rainy season)
pangananan (birth)  tagumpay (success, victory)
paniniwala (belief)  tagtanim (planting season)
tanong (question)  tag unos (typhoon season)
panitikan (literature)  taon (year)
pasyensiya (patience)  temperatura (temperature)
personalidad (personality)  tiyaga (perseverance, patience)
pighati (grief, anguish, heartache)  takot (fear)
pilosopiya (philosophy)  talino (talent, intelligence)
pisika (physics)  tiwala (trust)
politika (politics)  trabaho (work, job)
poot (hate, hatred)  tulog (sleep)
prinsipyo (principle)  tungkulin (responsibility)
puwersa (force)  tuwa (delight)
ugali (custom, tradition, manners)